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Following publication of the original article \[[@CR1]\], an error was identified in the Fig. 7 legend.

The updated change has been highlighted in bold typeface.

The legend currently reads:

"Conceptual model of hypothetical bacteria harboring physiological features (i.e., genes, pathways and modules) associated with water quality. Features enriched in **a TWW- or b FW**-irrigated root microbiomes. White symbols indicate features that are significantly enriched at the DNA level (metagenomes), grey features are highly expressed (metatranscriptomes), and green features are significantly abundant and expressed in one treatment relative to the other".

The legend should read:

"Conceptual model of hypothetical bacteria harboring physiological features (i.e., genes, pathways and modules) associated with water quality. Features enriched in **a FW- or b TWW**-irrigated root microbiomes. White symbols indicate features that are significantly enriched at the DNA level (metagenomes), grey features are highly expressed (metatranscriptomes), and green features are significantly abundant and expressed in one treatment relative to the other".
